
GUIDELINES FOR ALLIED GARDENS WOMEN’S SOCCER LEAGUE 2018 
 

The following are the basic guidelines regarding the AGWSL 
 

1. Referees- All team members are to abide by the calls made by the referees during the games. If there is a 
question regarding a call, only the team captain can discuss it with the referee. Any player receiving a red 
card will be subject to a minimum 1 game suspension. Additional game suspension(s) will be at the 
discretion of the referee and the team reps. Violent behavior such as malicious laying on of hands may 
result in expulsion for the league. 

 
2. AGWSL is an age 40 league. All players under 40 who played 2017 season, will be grandfathered, 

and any new players to the AGWSL must be age 40 by 12/31/2018.   
 

3. No players maybe added to roster after 3rd Sunday in May.  
 

4. Roster, Waivers and Copy of  Drivers License ( for new players )  must be submitted to Sandy Wheeler  
 

5. No pregnant players will be allowed to participate. This is for one’s own safety as well as other player’s 
peace of mind. 

 
6. Players will be allowed to wear protective braces only if no metal or hard plastic parts are exposed. 

 
7. Alcoholic beverages are not allowed on the field at any time. The field is joint usage with the neighboring 

school. We do not want to jeopardize our contract .Each team is responsible for enforcing this rule and 
curtailing any other unacceptable behavior of both player and spectators 
 

8. Teams are responsible for cleaning up the sidelines after each game.  
 

9. We play FIFA rules with the following exceptions: 
 

A. No slide tackles. 
B. Chest protection with arms is allowed only in a wall in the penalty area during a free kick. 
C. Shin guards are required for all players. 
D. Unlimited substitutions. You may sub when your team has possession on any dead ball. If your 

team subs, the other team may sub also. This rule may vary depending on ref. 
E. To avoid forfeit or to fill a team,a player may be borrowed  from other teams. Every player must 

be on an AGWS roster. No maximum sub requirement. 
 

10. Only games cancelled due to rainouts will be rescheduled as time permits. 
 

11. Any team not having 7 or more players 10 minutes after the start time will automatically forfeit.   $25 fee 
will be charged to the forfeiting team.   

 
12. This league is recreational no standings are kept. Violent behavior will not be tolerated. Let’s all have a 

safe and fun season.  
 
 
https://sandiegosoccerwomen.com/alliedgardensleague/ 
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